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1. Introduction
Effective theories involving a transplanckian field range for a scalar have received a lot of
attention in the recent years both from the phenomenology and the theory communities. The rea-
son is twofold. First, they are important phenomenologically since a scalar field rolling down a
potential for a transplanckian distance is the key feature of both large field inflation and the cosmo-
logical relaxation proposal for the EW hierarchy problem [1]. And second, because of the apparent
aversion that string theory shows to transplanckian axions. Even if there is not any fundamental
(only technical) problem with having a transplanckian axion from the point of view of quantum
field theory, the embedding of these theories in string theory is full of control issues that always
forces us to leave the regime of validity of the effective theory. Furthermore, recent constraints
coming from the Weak Gravity Conjecture (WGC) [2] have led people think that these technical
difficulties are in fact a sign of an underlying fundamental obstruction for realising a transplanckian
scalar field range in a consistent theory of quantum gravity. If this is the case, a trans-planckian
field range might constitute one of the few quantitative criteria known to distinguish between the
string landscape and the swampland1.
Here we will focus on the axion monodromy proposal [5, 6], which so far has been kept safe
against quantum gravity arguments coming from the WGC constraining the axionic decay con-
stants. Axion monodromy is a mechanism to induce a non-periodic potential (like a mass term)
for an axion while preserving its discrete shift symmetry. This is achieved by inducing a multi-
branched potential which converts the circle in field space into an helix. In this way, the field
range can in principle be much bigger than the fundamental periodicity of the axion, while still
enjoying the protection given by the shift symmetry against higher dimensional operators. The
four-dimensional description of axion monodromy is given by coupling the axion to a Minkowski
4-form, which corresponds to the field strength of a 3-form gauge field living in the space-time
dimensions. In the inflationary community this is known as the Kaloper-Sorbo description [7, 8]
although it was first analysed in detail by Dvali [9, 10] in the context of the strong CP problem.
As outlined, the embedding of these models in string theory leads to control issues when taking
into account the backreaction of the inflaton into the other scalars of the compactification [11–16].
Therefore, the presence of a Kaloper-Sorbo coupling is not enough to guarantee a transplanckian
field range. Here we will show how these backreaction issues appear in the four-dimensional
description in terms of 4-forms, which in fact corresponds to a supersymmetric embedding of
the Kaloper-Sorbo Lagrangian in N = 1 supergravity. The above backreaction issues can then be
naturally described by considering field-dependent kinetic metrics for the 3-form fields, without
need of invoking unknown higher dimensional operators.
Backreaction effects can lead to interesting features on the inflationary potential and even
reduce the field range. However, so far, these problems seemed to be model dependent and not
necessarily linked to the Planck mass. A universal feature, though, is the backreaction of the
saxions into the Kähler metric of the inflaton, leading to a logarithmic scaling of the proper field
distance at large field. In [17] Palti and Baume emphasised this logarithmic scaling and related it
to one of the Swampland Conjectures of Ooguri-Vafa in [4]. The conjecture claims that there is
1Quantum field theories which cannot be embedded in a consistent theory of quantum gravity (and therefore cannot
be derived from a consistent string theory compactification) are said to belong to the Swampland [3, 4].
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always a tower of states whose mass decreases exponentially with the scalar vev for large values of
the field. Therefore, the effective theory of a scalar is valid only up to a finite distance in field space.
Based on the results obtained in Type IIA flux compactifications [17] and some hints coming from
black hole physics [18], the authors of these two papers defined a Refined Swampland Conjecture,
stating that the logarithmic scaling appears necessarily close after crossing the Planck scale. If
this is true, it would be the first model-independent argument constraining the field range of axion
monodromy to a sub-planckian value.
Our main motivation is to analyse in more detail these backreaction issues and discern if they
necessarily appear around the Planck scale. We will recover the results of [17] regarding Type IIA
flux compactifications by analysing the backreaction in the formulation in terms of 4-forms. Then
we will show that the flux-independence of the critical field value at which the logarithmic scaling
appears is a specific feature of these models and not a universal behaviour of string theory. The
criterium is simple: everytime the inflaton potential can be set to zero without destabilising the
rest of the scalars, the model enjoys the requirements to be able to delay the backreaction effects
by generating a mass hierarchy between the inflaton and the other scalars [19, 20]. However, a
closer analysis reveals that, at least in flux toroidal compactifications, this mass hierarchy cannot
be achieved without getting into trouble with the Kaluza-Klein scale and leaving the regime of
validity of the effective theory [21], supporting this way the Refined Swampland Conjecure.
This proceedings article is based on [19] and the talk given at the “Workshop on Geometry
and Physics” at Ringberg Castle in Germany. It is organised as follows. In section 2 we review the
Kaloper-Sorbo description and clarify the differences when embedded in a supergravity formula-
tion. In section 3 we discuss the backreaction on the Kähler metric of the inflaton leading to the
aforementioned logarithmic scaling. We then analyse this effect in section 4 in Type IIA flux com-
pactifications and models including D7-brane position moduli in Type IIB. The latter are promising
to provide a mass hierarchy that might delay backreaction effects in field space. We leave section
5 for conclusions.
2. Description in terms of Minkowski 4-forms
Every four-dimensional scalar potential for an axion can always be rewritten in terms of a
coupling to a 4-form field-strength F4. The simplest case of a mass term can be obtained from the
following Lagrangian [9, 10] (see also [7, 8, 22, 23]),
L =− f 2(dφ)2−F4∧∗F4+2mF4φ (2.1)
where f is the decay constant of the axion φ . Upon integrating out the Minkowski 3-form field,
one gets a quadratic scalar potential
∗F4 = f0+mφ ≡ ρ(φ)→V = ( f0+mφ)2 (2.2)
with different branches labelled by f0, a possible constant value of the 4-form field strength in the
vacuum. The above scalar potential is indeed invariant under the combined discrete shift
f0→ f0+ c , φ → φ − c/m (2.3)
2
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which identifies gauge equivalent branches when c/m = 2pi f . Tunneling between the different
branches is mediated by nucleating a membrane electrically charged under the 3-form field, but the
tunneling rate is not fast enough to constrain large field inflation significantly [24–26]. Invariance
under the gauge symmetry of the 3-form field also constrains the form of the higher dimensional
corrections, which should appear as functions of the field strength F4 or ρ(φ) over the cut-off
scale [7, 8, 27]. This guarantees in turn that the shift symmetry (2.3) is also preserved. Upon
integrating out the 3-form field, corrections depending on F4 will give rise to corrections depending
on the scalar potential itself,
δL = ∑
n
cn
(
F4
M4p
)n
→ δV = ∑
n
cn
(
ρ(φ)
M4p
)n
= ∑
n
cn
(
V0
M4p
)n
(2.4)
so that they remain under control as long as the potential energy is subplanckian, even if φ takes
transplanckian values. Finally, corrections going as powers of F4ρ(φ) will give rise to higher
derivative corrections for the axion [28], suppressed during slow-roll inflation.
The generalisation to multiple axions enjoying more elaborated scalar potentials is given by
L = Ki j(s,φ)dφ
idφ j +Ki j(s,φ)ds
ids j−Zab(s)Fa4 ∧∗Fb4 +2Fa4 ρa(φ)+Vloc(s) (2.5)
where we have included the possible presence of non-axionic scalars (saxions si). Since the saxions
are not periodic, their scalar potential can receive contributions that cannot be written in terms of
4-form couplings and which we denote as Vloc(s
i). They will also appear parametrising the kinetic
metric of the 3-form fields, which is indeed related to the Kähler metric of the scalar manifold if
there is N = 1 supersymmetry. Let us remark that all the dependence of the axions in the scalar
potential only appears within the shift invariant functions ρa(φ) which couple to the 4-forms
2.
Upon integrating out the 3-form fields, one gets
V = Zab(s)
−1ρa(φ)ρb(φ)+Vloc(s) . (2.6)
In [30] it was checked that the full four-dimensional closed string scalar potential of Type IIA/B
flux orientifold compactifications on a Calabi-Yau three-fold can be written as (2.5), where the
4-forms arise from dimensionally reducing the higher RR and NS p-form fields. The explicit form
of Z(s) and ρ(φ) (which we display in section 4.1) was obtained by dimensionally reducing the
10d action and keeping track of all the 4-forms present in the compactification. A first analysis
including open string fields has been performed in [31].
In the following we discuss the differences between the 4-form formulation (2.5) and the
Kaloper-Sorbo description (2.1). These differences will be responsible for the control and backre-
action issues which were not visible in (2.1).
• Non-linear couplings
The shift invariant functions ρ(φ) can include mixing and higher order terms for the axions,
leading to more generic scalar potentials beyond the usual quadratic term.
2One can also have periodic corrections that are shift invariant by themselves, like cosine-like terms. However, also
these terms can be written in terms of a composite or effective 4-form with non-canonical kinetic term [9, 29].
3
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• Multiple 3-forms
The presence of multiple 3-form fields imply that the higher dimensional corrections will not
appear as powers of the scalar potential itself, but of the different ρ-functions,
δL = ∑
n
cn
(
∏a F
a
4
M4p
)n
→ δV = ∑
n
cn
(
∏a ρa(φ)
M4p
)n
. (2.7)
However, they are still under control as long as all ρ(φ) remain subplanckian.
• Non-canonical field-dependent metrics
The mixing between axions and saxions in the scalar potential arises from the presence of
the saxions in the kinetic metric of the 3-form fields, as can be seen in (2.6). This implies
that, when displacing the inflaton from its minimum, the vacuum expectation values of the
saxions will also change, backreacting on the effective theory of the inflaton. In particular,
they can modify the field space metric leading to a reduction of the physical field range.
If one would be able to integrate out all the saxions, one would recover the Kaloper-Sorbo
description only in terms of 4-forms and axions. The higher order corrections would then be
proportional to ρ(φ)/m4s where the role of the cut-off scale is played by the saxion mass and not
the Planck scale. However, as we will see, in many occasions the mass hierarchy between the
inflaton and the saxion is not realisable in a consistent global compactification, invalidating such
an effective theory. Therefore, we consider more appropriate to work in the 4-form formulation
(2.5) where the saxions appear explicitly parametrising the kinetic metrics.
3. Logarithmic scaling of the proper field distance
In [4] Ooguri and Vafa conjectured that the proper field range for a non-periodic scalar (saxion)
scales logarithmically with the field at large field values. In [17, 18] it was argued that the same
behaviour applies to axions when taking into account the backreaction of the saxions. We explain
the latter in the following. The process of integrating out all the fields to obtain an effective theory
involving only the inflaton is not feasible in general. In practice, one truncates the theory by
freezing the saxions to their vevs at the minimum, and work with the remaining effective theory for
the axion φ playing the role of the inflaton. However, this truncation is not valid when we displace
φ away from the minimum, since the vevs of the saxions will generically depend on the inflaton vev
as well. As a first approximation, one can then minimise the potential to obtain the leading order
corrections of the saxions vevs as functions of φ , and plug them again into the effective theory to
analyse the backreaction effects.
From (2.6) we can see that the minimum of the saxions will be given by some function involv-
ing the ρ(φ) functions. According to the conjecture, they should be such that the saxion scales at
least linearly with the inflaton at large field. If this is so, when plugging this result into the Kähler
metric of the inflaton, the proper field distance of the axion will scale at best logarithmically for
large field,
∆ϕ =
∫
K
1/2
φ ,φ¯
dφ ∼
∫
1
s(φ)
dφ ∼
∫
1
φ
dφ ∼ log(φ) . (3.1)
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Here we have used that K = −log(S+ S∗) where S = s+ iφ for the sake of simplicity but it can
be easily generalised to arbitrary Kähler potentials. Remarkably, we find this behaviour to appear
universally in all F-term axion monodromy models constructed so far in the framework of flux
string compactifications. Accompanying this logarithmic scaling, there is a tower of massive states
which become exponentially light, M ∼ s(φ)−n ∼ e−n∆ϕ , and invalidates the effective theory, so
that inflation cannot proceed in this regime. This leads to an upper bound on the physical field
range available in F-term axion monodromy.
The important question is, therefore, when this logarithmic behaviour appears. Is it always
linked to the Planck scale or can it be delayed far out in field distance in a model-dependent way?
To answer the question, let us be more concrete and split the saxion vev as follows,
〈s〉= s0+δ s(φ) (3.2)
where s0 is the value at the minimum, δ s(φ) = λφ for large field and λ is some proportional factor.
The logarithmic behaviour will appear when δ s(φc) ≈ s0, ie. at φc = s0/λ . The critical canonical
field distance before backreaction effects dominate is therefore given by
ϕc =
∫ φc
K
1/2
φ ,φ¯
dφ ∼
∫ φc 1
s
dφ ∼ φc
s0
∼ 1
λ
(3.3)
In the string theory examples studied in [17], φc and s0 scaled in the same way with the fluxes,
leading to λ ∼ O(1) in Planck units. This implied that the logarithmic scaling of the proper field
distance appears necessarily around the Planck scale.
However, this relation between φc and s0 is an artefact of the models under consideration. The
fact that, in those models, one cannot set the inflaton mass to zero without destabilising the saxion
makes impossible to suppress the backreaction. A more promising avenue is to engineer a model
with a flat direction, in which all scalars are stabilised but one, and then provide an additional source
that stabilises the latter. If the limit of switching off this last source is well defined in the sense that
we recover the old minimum with only one flat direction, then λ will depend on the mass hierarchy
between the inflaton and the saxions. This provides a fundamental and not only a technical reason
to look for single field inflationary models or at least, models in which the inflationary trajectory
is not or barely mixed with non-axionic fields. Whether this is achievable in string theory, it is not
clear yet. To sum up, let us remark that in general we find that
λ ∼
(
mφ
ms
)p
(3.4)
with p = 0,1 depending on the model. In the next section, we will analyse some string theory
models exemplifying both possibilities.
4. Backreaction issues in string models
Let us now analyse these backreaction issues in concrete models of string theory. First, we will
recover the results of [17] regarding Type IIA flux compactifications by using the formulation in
terms of 4-forms. Then, we will propose some open string models which look promising to realise
a flux-dependent λ , and therefore delay the backreaction effects to transplanckian values.
5
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4.1 Closed string sector of Type IIA
The flux induced scalar potential of an orientifold Calabi-Yau compactification of Type IIA
reads
V =
eKcs
s
[
1
2k
|ρ0|2+ gi j
8k
ρ iρ j +2kgi jρ˜
iρ˜ j + k|ρm|2+ 1
k
cIJρ
I
hρ
J
h
]
+Vloc (4.1)
where we have already integrated out the 4-forms. More details of the derivation can be found
in [19,30]. From here one can read the metrics Zab(s) in (2.6) which indeed depend on the saxions
via volume factors labelled by k and the field metrics gi j and cIJ in the Kähler and complex structure
moduli space respectively. The shift invariant ρ(φ) functions are given by
ρ0 = e0+b
iei− m
6
ki jkb
ib jbk + ki jk
1
2
qib
jbk−h0c03−hici3
ρi = ei + ki jkb
jqk− m
2
ki jkb
jbk
ρ˜i = qi−mbi
ρm = m (4.2)
and ρ Ih = h
I where e0,ei,qi,m,hI are internal fluxes while b
i,cI3 are four dimensional axions coming
from B2 andC3 respectively. Here i = 1, . . . ,h
1,1 and I = 1, . . .h2,1+1 zzz. Thanks to the separation
between saxions and axions provided by the 4-forms, the minimisation procedure gets enormously
simplified in this formalism. For simplicity, let us consider h1,1 = h2,1 = 1. The vacuum expectation
values of the saxions at the minimum of the potential read
s0 ∼
ρ
3/2
i,0
ρh0
√
ρm
, u0 ∼
ρ
3/2
i,0
ρh1
√
ρm
, t0 ∼
ρ
1/2
i,0√
ρm
(4.3)
where ρi,0 = ei +q
2/(2m) is the value of ρi at the minimum. These values are modified away from
the minimum in the following way.
Let us consider the inflaton to be the RR axion φ ≡ c03 (the same result can be obtained for ci3).
It can be checked that for large field the dilaton depends linearly on ρ0 which indeed is linear in c
0
3.
Therefore,
ϕ =
∫
K
1/2
φφ¯
dφ =
∫
1
s(φ)
dφ →
∫
1
φ
dφ ≃ log(φ) (4.4)
where we have used K = −log(s). The logarithmic behaviour appears at the critical value φc
satisfying δ s(φc)∼ s0. This occurs when ∆ρ0 & t0ρi,0 implying φc ∼ ρ3/2i,0 /(h0
√
m)∼ s0. Therefore
λ ∼ O(1) and the proper field distance before the logarithmic scaling appears
ϕc =
∫ φc
K
1/2
φφ¯
dφ ∼ φc
s0
∼ λ−1 ∼ O(1) (4.5)
is flux independent and tied to the Planck scale.
The same behaviour can be obtained if the inflaton is a NS axion φ ≡ bi. In that case, the saxion
entering on the Kähler metric of the inflaton is the Kähler modulus t. The logarithmic behaviour
will occur when ∆ρi & ρi,0 implying a critical value given by bc =
√
ρi,0/m ∼ t0. Therefore, the
proper field distance before backreaction effects dominate is again
ϕc =
∫ φc
K
1/2
φφ¯
dφ ∼ bc
t0
∼ λ−1 ∼ O(1) (4.6)
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flux independent and bounded by the Planck scale. The results do not change by including more
Kähler or complex structure moduli.
The underlying reason for having λ ∼O(1) gets manifest when computing the mass spectrum.
The inflaton mass is proportional to h0 for the the case of the RR axion or to m in the case of the
NS axion, and therefore cannot be set to zero without destabilising the corresponding saxions (the
vevs in (4.3) go to infinity in that limit).
4.2 D7-brane position moduli
In order to get a flux-dependent tunable λ we need to engineer a model in which all scalars
but one are stabilised, and identify this flat direction with the inflaton. Then we add an additional
source that stabilises the flat direction in such a way that the new minimum can be understood as
a deformation of the old minimum. If this is satisfied, then we can delay the critical field distance
at which the backreaction becomes important without decreasing the Kähler metric of the inflaton
(parametrised by the saxion vevs) in the same amount. The parameter λ will then depend on the
mass hierarchy between the inflaton and the saxions and thus the proper field distance before the
logarithmic scaling appears will not be necessarily linked to the Planck scale.
Good candidates to realise these features are models in which a D7-brane position modulus
plays the role of the inflaton [32–38]. In Type IIB toroidal orientifold compactifications the N = 1
supergravity effective theory is given by
K =−log((S+ S¯)(U3+U¯3)− 1
2
(Φ+ Φ¯)2)−3log(T +T ∗)−
2
∑
i=1
log(Ui +U
∗
i ) (4.7)
W =W0(S,T,Ui)+µΦ
2 (4.8)
where W0(S,T,Ui) contains the necessary flux terms to stabilise all closed string moduli. Let us
consider the inflaton to be parametrised by φ ≡Φ− Φ¯. This effective theory contains two features
which help to delay the backreaction effects:
• The saxions parametrising (at the minimum) the Kähler metric of the inflaton do not belong
to the same N = 1 supermultiplet than the inflaton.
• The structure of the superpotential allows us to set the inflaton mass to zero by choosing
µ = 0 without destabilising the rest of the scalars.
If one minimises the potential with respect to all scalars but keeping the inflaton free, one gets that
for large field
K
1/2
φφ¯
=
√
su3 ≃
√
s0u0+λφ (4.9)
where λ ∼ mφ/ms up to numerical factors and ms is the scale at which the dilaton and complex
structure moduli are stabilised. Here mφ is controlled by µ at leading order while ms by the fluxes
entering in W0 (see [20, 21] for concrete examples). Therefore the critical proper field distance
before the logarithmic scaling dominates
ϕc =
∫ φc
K
1/2
φφ¯
dφ ∼ λ−1 ∼ ms
mφ
(4.10)
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is flux dependent and in principle can be tuned larger than the Planck scale by generating a mass hi-
erarchy between the inflaton and the saxions. This is a clear difference with respect to the previous
models within the closed string sector of Type IIA, in which λ was flux-independent.
The key question now is whether such a mass hierarchy can be realised in a full-fletched global
compactification of string theory. Here we have two options, either decrease the inflaton mass by
assuming µ ≪ 1 or increase the saxion masses by choosing large fluxes in W0. The first option
is not possible in the toroidal compactification under consideration, since µ is a flux integer and
cannot be tuned smaller than one. Therefore, we are left with the second option. However, if we
embed the model in a KKLT moduli stabilisation scenario, large fluxes get in tension with having
an exponentially small W0. Furthermore, one also has to ensure that backreaction effects do not
destabilise the Kähler modulus, which would make the KKLT minimum disappear. This in turn
implies µ ≪W0 which is not possible for µ being a flux integer. Embedding the model in the
Large Volume Scenario does not help, because the condition required to suppress backreaction
becomes µ ≪ 1/V , which is not possible for large volume V either [21]. These difficulties can
be traced back to the fact that we are trying to get the inflaton, which is stabilised at tree level by
fluxes, lighter than the Kähler modulus, which is stabilised by non-perturbative effects. Therefore,
a good alternative would be to consider an scenario in which all moduli are stabilised at tree level,
which requires the presence of non-geometric fluxes in IIB or geometric fluxes in IIA. However, in
that case, the required mass hierarchy cannot be realised either without getting the moduli masses
heavier than the Kaluza-Klein scale [21]. Therefore, even if λ is flux dependent and in principle
tunable in these models, in practice such a tuning is not possible in the global compactification and
the critical proper field distance ϕc cannot be made larger than the Planck scale without leaving
the regime where the employed effective supergravity theory is under control. This supports the
Refined Swampland Conjecture of [17, 18].
Notice, however, that a possible loophole comes from the quantisation of µ . If one can get an
effective µ parameter depending not only on flux integers but vacuum expectation values of other
fields, then in principle one might be able to get µ ≪ 1 and delay the backreaction. However,
without a concrete realisation of this fine-tuning in string theory, it is difficult to argue one way or
the other, and could very well be that we are naively sweeping these backreaction issues under the
carpet by appealing to the almighty string landscape.
5. Conclusions
Axion monodromy models always admit a dual description in terms of coupling the axions
to 4-form field strengths in four dimensions. This formulation is useful to make manifest the un-
derlying shift symmetries of the system, study the tunneling transitions between different branches
and constrain the form of the higher dimensional corrections. When embedded in N = 1 super-
gravity, the kinetic metric of the 3-form fields will be parametrised by the saxions (non-periodic
scalars) of the compactification, while all the dependence on the axions will appear only within the
shift invariant functions ρ(φ), which couple linearly to the 4-forms. These field dependent metrics
give rise to the backreaction issues obtained when realising axion monodromy in a concrete string
theory model.
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The question addressed in this article is whether there is any universal behaviour appearing
when crossing the Planck scale that forbids transplanckian excursions in axion monodromy. In-
terestingly, as emphasised in [17] saxions backreact on the Kähler metric of the inflaton such that
at large field the proper field distance scales logarithmically with the field itself. This logarithmic
scaling is consistent with the behaviour predicted by one of the Swampland Conjectures in [4]. We
reproduce the results of [17] regarding flux compactifications of Type IIA by analysing the back-
reaction effects directly in the formulation in terms of 4-forms. It turns out that the critical field
distance before the logarithmic behaviour appears is flux-independent and bounded by the Planck
scale.
We show, though, that it is possible to construct models in which this critical field distance is
fiux-dependent and can be tuned larger than the Planck scale by realising a mass hierarchy between
the inflaton and the saxions. This occurs whenever the inflaton mass can be set to zero without
destabilising the rest of the scalars, so the true minimum is a deformation of the old minimum (the
one obtained before stabilizing the inflaton). A good inflaton candidate to realise this feature is a
D7-brane position modulus in Type IIB orientifold compactifications [19, 20]. However, the mass
hierarchy required to delay backreaction is not achievable in a toroidal compactification of Type
IIB (or in F-theory on K3×K3) [21]. It remains to be seen if it can be realised in a more elaborated
Calabi-Yau compactification involving mixing terms with many other moduli, in such a way that
one can appeal to fine-tuning arguments in the landscape to reduce the inflaton mass [12].
For the moment, the multiple failing attempts and the lack of a concrete model realising this
mass hierarchy, support the Refined Swampland Conjecture [17, 18], for which every effective
theory of a scalar field breaks down upon a transplanckian field excursion in a consistent theory of
quantum gravity. In the upcoming years, the clarification of this issue will be important in view
of possible cosmological data, and will help deeping our understanding of the boundaries between
the string landscape and the swampland.
Acknowledgments: This article summarises a talk given at the “Workshop on Geometry and Physics”,
which took place on November 20-25, 2016 at Ringberg Castle, Germany. The workshop was ded-
icated to the memory of Ioannis Bakas.
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